FUEL STORAGE – TRANSPORTABLE

TRANSCUBE CONTRACT
250 – 2,000 Litres
The TransCube Contract is a transportable, environmentally friendly double-walled fuel storage tank that offers an efficient
solution for onsite fuelling and auxiliary fuel supply. This range features a lockable equipment cabinet, 4-way forklift pockets,
and lifting/stacking corner brackets for ease of handling. The TransCube Contract range offers refuelling versatility in a
simplified, economic unit. This unit is ideal for sites that don't require a lot of fuel, but still need efficiency and productivity.

LOCKABLE EQUIPMENT CABINET
Equipment & ports are secure
and spills are contained.
Secure hose access enables
fueling while cabinet is locked.

FEATURES

LIFTABLE CORNER BRACKETS

Liftable by crane whilst full and
easily stackable.

110% BUNDED
Built-in, weather proof secondary
containment eliminates the need
for drip trays.

FOUR WAY FORKLIFT POCKETS
Quick and easy maneuvering
and mobility.
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IDEAL USES & APPLICATIONS
DROP TESTED AS REQUIRED UNDER ADR

SHORT-TERM FUEL REQUIREMENT

Ideal for sites that require small amounts of fuel, TransCube Contract tanks offer refuelling versatility in a
simplified, economic unit. This range is specifically designed for short-term projects, allowing quick and easy
onsite refuelling.

STANDBY FUEL TANK

On sites that don't require constant tank movements, the TransCube Contract range can be used as a standby
fuel tank - preventing machinery and equipment downtime. Refuel vehicles, machinery and any other
equipment quickly and effortlessly.

FUEL TRANSPORT

TransCube Contract tanks can transport fuel safely and efficiently anywhere you need it. By transporting
fuel to site with a TransCube, you are ready to start up on arrival due to its rapid deployment.
TransCubes can be easily relocated between sites, reaching even the most difficult locations.

GENERATORS & AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

TransCube Contract tanks can connect to one diesel powered piece of equipment and dispense fuel by pump at
the same time. As an auxiliary fuel tank it provides longer engine running time, reducing number of site visits
required for refuelling. Fuel can be dispensed by manual or electric pump, based on customer requirements.

SPECIFICATIONS
CAPACITY
(NOMINAL / SAFE FILL(95%)

DIMENSIONS
(L x W x H)

WEIGHT
(EMPTY / FULL)

DESIGN APPROVALS

025TCC

10TCC

20TCC

435 / 413 LITRES

880 / 836 LITRES

2,000 / 1,900 LITRES

1,150 x 1,150 x 835 mm

1,150 x 1,150 x 1,320 mm

2,300 x 1,120 x 1,025mm

220 / 458 KG

335 / 748 KG

360 / 1,196 KG

698 / 2,598 KG

UN IBC

UN IBC

UN IBC

UN IBC

250 / 238 LITRES
770 x 1,150 x 835 mm

045TCC

* 110% bunded design that complies to Oil Storage Regulations for Businesses

ADDITIONAL RANGES
TRANSCUBE GLOBAL

TRANSCUBE STANDBY

(TRANSPORTABLE)

(STATIC)

All of the flexibility and features of the
TransCube Global, but in a larger capacity.
The TransCube Standby is for stationary
use only and is ideal for static auxiliary
applications.

MODELS:
50TCG | 4,558 LITRES
LxWxH | 2300 x 2300 x 1320

TransCube Global range offers refuelling
versatility in a simplified, robust unit. This
range is ideal for sites that don’t require a lot of
fuel, but still need efficiency and productivity.

MODELS:
05TCG | 499 LITRES
10TCG | 949 LITRES
20TCG | 2,091 LITRES
30TCG | 2,980 LITRES
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